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This was one of the busiest trips yet to Vietnam. After the initial pilot program last year the clubfoot project is really beginning to gain momentum. The local media coverage which we have been receiving has been very helpful in raising the profile and awareness of the project. Our first few days were spent reviewing patients who had previously been cast and now wearing splints.

This was one of the busiest trips yet to Vietnam. After the initial pilot program last year the clubfoot project is really beginning to gain momentum. The local media coverage which we have been receiving has been very helpful in raising the profile and awareness of the project. Our first few days were spent reviewing patients who had previously been cast and now wearing splints. Some also had been cast since our last visit by Doctors who attended the 2005 seminar. Some new patients were seen and cast for the first time. For some of them the experience was a little scary at first but the tears soon disappeared. While there have been many successful results it has not necessarily been straightforward with all patients. There have been some recurrences of the deformity after casting and pressure sores from poor cast techniques. These are just some of the challenges we need to overcome. One of the complex cases seen was a teenage boy with spina bifida and clubfoot, the combination which has resulted in a chronic bone infection in his foot which will not heal. This will unfortunately most likely require amputation in the near future. This could have been prevented if the deformity had been corrected at birth. The seminar again was very successful with good feedback from all participants, most who came form nearby rural provinces. All translated lectures have been refined and an instructional book has now been printed in color. Casting workshops were also held to give doctors some hands on experience. With our experience gained the years before, smaller number of doctors and more patients made the workshops run much smoother. The following two days were spent in theatre operating on untreated clubfoot. This generated a lot of interest from the seminar participants due to the large number of untreated clubfoot which still exists in central Vietnam. Other challenging cases apart from clubfoot were macrodactylism (grossly enlarged toes) in a teenage girl who was quite distressed not only by the appearance but also her inability to wear shoes. Rather than amputating the toes we were able to create two new toes which gave a much better functional and cosmetic appearance. After the seminar and clubfoot program were completed, the final day before flying home was spent in theatre assisting some needy patients. They included revision of a foot amputation as a result of a train accident, removal of a landmine fragment which had become infected recently after being embedded in the patients leg since 1974.

One of the reasons for the success of the program can be attributed to the enthusiasm of Mr. Cuc, the director of Da Nang Orthopedic and Rehabilitation Center and Dr Than who has been continuing clubfoot treatment in our absence with the assistance of Variety’s funding. He is a dedicated and skilled surgeon which is very worthy of our continued support.